2 PORT DUPLEX MOUNTING STRAP - PART # AMP 1116618-1
C/W (1) RJ45 KEYSTONE JACK - PART # AMP 1375055-1 & (1)
BLANK INSERT - PART # AMP 406339-1

COMMUNICATION
POWER
METAL DIVIDER

2 GANG DUPLEX COVER - WIREMOLD
# G4046B-2

WIREMOLD # G4000 METAL RACEWAY GREY
I.G. RECEPTACLE P & S # IG6200 RECESSED MOUNTED

MOUNTED 36" o/c A.F.F.

WIREMOLD RACEWAY DETAIL - POWER & DATA ONLY

N.T.S.

RACEWAY NOTES

1. PROVIDE "WIREMOLD" G4000 SERIES SURFACE MOUNTED RACEWAY WHERE SHOWN FOR POWER AND DATA WIRING COMPLETE WITH ALL NECESSARY COMPONENTS FOR A COMPLETE AND CSA APPROVED INSTALLATION CONSISTING OF BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE FOLLOWING:

2. REVERSE IF POWER IS IN TOP PORTION AND COMMUNICATION CABLES ARE IN THE BOTTOM PORTION OF WIREMOLD.